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RESTAURANTS

VIRTUAL KITCHENS

FRANCHISESGOURMET GROCERY

Discover the 
Best Restaurant Group
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about BRG

team members
Michael Roman // Partner + CEO
Dany Bolduc // Partner + Executive Chef
Ashley Roman // Partner + Creative Director
Alexandra Dubreuil // Partner + Service Director
Jonathan Benchetrit // Partner + Sommelier

The Best Restaurant Group is a collection of restaurant 
brands + industry services. 

With a variety of restaurants spread across Toronto and Montreal, 
BRG is driven to deliver quality food, everytime. Founded by a 
group of industry folks, each with their own expertise, they’ve all 
come together to shake up the scene while pushing the limits of 
creative cuisine. 

In tandem with their experience and expertise, the founders 
of BRG also offer a variety of restaurant consulting services 
to restaurant owners alike. With over 60 combined years 
of experience, the team has encountered a wide variety of 
challenges and has created solutions for all of them. 

BRG is led by a group of people whose non traditional life path 
has opened doors to unique opportunities that keep pushing BRG 
to the highest heights. Their passions for sustainable fine dining 
and travel are the foundation of BRG’s continuous growth and a 
small snippet of where the company is heading.
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site map
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about 
di Niccoló

A laid back but modern Italian neighbourhood 
restaurant. Filled with lots of delicious classics 
with a few elevated twists and turns. di Niccoló is 
the perfect destination for any occasion.
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colour scheme and typography

Montserrat Classic
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

LOREM IPSUM

lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium 
que nis doluptur? qui dis et officto beribercidit 
maximus et eum aut et dollaccus, si diate nonsequis 
vent, nonsequi duscium ex eum imet quam as 
nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi taquia que quia 
sapisi quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne ad quis 
aut atem vent illesti aut eossi

Montserrat Thin
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Light Oak Chocolate Black Accents

Pearl Grey Baby Blue Sea Grey Sage
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
The interior design and ambiance of Di Niccoló is meant to be 
welcoming and warm. With a focus on traditional Italian dishes 
with an elevated touch, the interior is the bridge that ties the old 
with the new. A modern take on the nostalgic Italian food and 
aesthetic we’ve come to love.
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
Zoya | Souk Mezze
Zoya | Souk Mezze brings the culture, spices 
and smells of the Levant and the silk road to 
Mont Tremblant. A casual yet very aesthetically 
pleasing decor.
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colour scheme and typography

S O U R C E  S A N S  P R O  L I G H T
a b c d e f g h
A B C D E F G H
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

L O R E M  I P S U M

lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium 
que nis doluptur? qui dis et officto beribercidit 
maximus et eum aut et dollaccus, si diate nonsequis 
vent, nonsequi duscium ex eum imet quam as 
nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi taquia que quia 
sapisi quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne ad quis aut 
atem vent illesti aut eossi

Times New Roman
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Blush Fog Rosehip AshCharcoal
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
Zoya is meant to represent ties between Lebanon and it’s past 
French history with a feminine touch. A beautiful blend between 
the artistic details of the middle east and light French colour 
palette brings together two worlds that once were one.
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
Monsieur Egg
An evil genious out to create the world’s best 
breakfast! Monsieur Egg is a comical and 
approachable take on breakfast and brunch. 
Specifically targeting suburban communities 
and families, Monsieur Egg is the perfect 
weekend destination to catch up with the fam 
over a big cup of Joe!
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colour scheme and typography

Roboto Bold
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Archivo Regular
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Lorem Ipsum

lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium que nis 
doluptur? qui dis et officto beribercidit maximus et eum aut et 
dollaccus, si diate nonsequis vent, nonsequi duscium ex eum 
imet quam as nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi taquia que 
quia sapisi quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne ad quis aut 
atem vent illesti

Red White YellowBlack
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
Bright and loud is the best way to describe the interior at Monsieur 
Egg. We’ve chosen a yellow and orange dominant palette as 
a reminder of the little things that we associate with a great 
breakfast; a beautiful sunrise, freshly squeezed orange juice and 
perfectly scrambled eggs.
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
La Pantry
Now you can buy as many serving sizes as you 
want for home. At La Pantry, we offer a wide 
variety of goodies that can be jarred, sealed, and 
freezer-stored for whenever you need it. 

We also offer a wide variety of unique, rare and 
transformed items alongside a list of special-
order products to ensure the best possible 
quality and freshness.
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colour scheme and typography

DIVULGE BOLD
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Divulge Regular
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

LOREM IPSUM
Lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium que nis 
doluptur? Qui dis et officto beribercidit maximus et eum aut et 
dollaccus, si diate nonsequis vent, nonsequi duscium ex eum imet 
quam as nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi taquia que quia sapisi 
quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne ad quis aut atem vent illesti

Cinnamon Beige

Tan

White Walnut

Black Charcoal

Smoke

Chocolate Cobalt
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
At pantry, we’ve chosen to showcase a vintage and earthy feel as 
a way to represent the personality our of Chef, Dany Bolduc. With 
a love for simplicity and respect for the origins of food, there is no 
need to complicate things.
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
Arcade Tremblant
A fun, interactive space for kids and adults to 
enjoy multiple games, arcades, pinballs and 
video games for a fun family day or evening. 
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colour scheme and typography

POPPINS EXTRABOLD ITALIC
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Din
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

LOREM IPSUM
Lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium que nis 
doluptur? Qui dis et officto beribercidit maximus et eum aut et 
dollaccus, si diate nonsequis vent, nonsequi duscium ex eum imet 
quam as nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi taquia que quia sapisi 
quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne ad quis aut atem vent illesti

PurpleNavy Blue Fuschia Hot Pink Grey
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
With an obvious tie to the neon-centric 80’s, Arcade 
Tremblant is nothing short of a throwback. The interior 
is meant to strike a nostalgic feeling of childhood fun as 
we spend all day at the Pac-Man machine.
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
l’Anglais Perdu
An englishman lost in Quebec decides to 
open a pub. True british pub fare done right.
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colour scheme and typography

Libre Baskerville
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Libre Franklin
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Lorem ipsum
Lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium que 
nis doluptur? Qui dis et officto beribercidit maximus et eum 
aut et dollaccus, si diate nonsequis vent, nonsequi duscium 
ex eum imet quam as nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi 
taquia que quia sapisi quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne 
ad quis aut atem vent illesti

PurpleNavy Blue Fuschia Hot Pink Grey
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photography + graphic aesthetic
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interior design
A play on words, L’anglais perdu translates to The Lost 
Englishman which is why we’ve gone with a British style interior 
for a pub located in the middle of Quebec. 
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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about 
Le P’tit Roux
Everyday food concepts using fine dining 
techniques and ingredients with a playful twist 
that brings back childhood memories. 
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colour scheme and typography

house slant
abcdefgh
12345678

Azo Sans
abcdefgh
ABCDEFGH
12345678

Lorem ipsum
Lorem ipsum parum que dio illab id quiatio rereicium que 
nis doluptur? Qui dis et officto beribercidit maximus et eum 
aut et dollaccus, si diate nonsequis vent, nonsequi duscium 
ex eum imet quam as nobisquam a volupta qui sequodi 
taquia que quia sapisi quos rerunt est, cum eliam hiliqui ne 
ad quis aut atem vent illesti

PurpleNavy Blue Fuschia
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moodboard
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menu example

* Disclaimer - this menu is to provide an example of the direction we are working towards and does not constitute the final menu.
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guest experience

BRG will be placing the guest experience as its 
foremost priority and at the center of its “flow 
wheel”.  From the moment a guest discovers 
BRG to the moment the guest leaves to the 
subsequent retention marketing we execute, 
the guest will be the center of our work and 
always made to feel like the priority.  Exemplary 
service, incredible ingredients, amazing flavours, 
aesthetically pleasing visuals and impactful 
communication, marketing and technology.  The 
entire experience will also be offered in perfect 
french and english, making guests of both 
languages feel absolutely at home.

cultural relevance

With Covid-19 coming to an end, people will 
be clamouring to come out of this year-long 
confinement.  We believe they will be looking 
closer than ever for quality establishments where 
their experience will be unique and enjoyable 
as well as for amazing service and responsibly 
sourced food products.  Building a brand and 
establishment where guests feel at home will be 
vital and a top priority for BRG.

unique experience

BRG and Rendez-Vous Ryan will be offering 
guests one of the most unique culinary 
experience in Mont-Tremblant.  Nowhere in 
Tremblant will you find such quality food and 
unique dishes packed with flavours.  Bringing 
new flavours, styles and concepts combined 
with all time classics will offer something for 
everyone.

quality products

Whether it be food ingredients, wines, or raw 
products, BRG will only provide guests with 
responsibly-sourced items from local producers 
and importers (except wines which will also have 
international producers).  BRG will know and 
understand the provenance and life cycle of the 
ingredients with which it will be working with.  
Always able to stand behind the product and in 
the hopes of supporting the local economy.

Competitive 
Advantage
BRG’s success is anchored in its unique structure, attributes and 
management.  All BRG restaurants benefit from having a structured business, 
experienced managers, a full service marketing agency, a dedicated financial 
department as well as a world class Executive Chef and Sommelier. 
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OUR ETHOS

The Best Restaurant Group is committed to improve the 
restaurant industry, the lives of the amazing people that feed 
the world on a daily basis, how ingredients are treated and 
processed, the perception of chefs and restaurateurs, the working 
environment and respect within a restaurant, guest experiences, 
how food delivery is executed, food quality and its supply chain, 
environment and mutual respect.

Everything the Best Restaurant Group endeavours towards is 
based on our Ethos and our Values.

GREEN

The Best Restaurant Group takes every possible step to ensure 
that we are as green as can be which includes but is not limited 
to: sustainable local providers that are proven to be organic, 
cage-free, antibiotic free, free run, ethical and as wholesome as 
possible; compostable packaging made from recycled materials; 

low waste kitchens (less than 0.5%); comprehensive waste 
management with recycling and compost bins. 

ALWAYS FRESH

All our ingredients are carefully sourced fresh from the best and 
most sustainable sources to ensure the best possible results and 
flavours in each of our dishes.

MADE FROM SCRATCH

The Best Restaurant Group brings a new meaning to “Made From 
Scratch”.  Each BRG brand makes all of its dishes from scratch 
with raw ingredients including but not limited to: bread; sauces; 
yogurts; cheeses; rubs; condiments; ice cream; sausages; broths; 
dips; and much more.  

values

sustainability

CORE VALUE

With an ever growing focus on saving the environment and opting 
for eco-friendly options, Chef Dany Bolduc has committed to 
doing just that. This is how BRG is doing it’s part with sustainable 
sourcing, reducing waste and making environmentally friendly 
choices.

SOURCING 

The BRG Chefs have been on a mission to source the most 
sustainable + local ingredients that are proven to be organic, 
cage-free, antibiotic free, free run, ethical and as wholesome as 
possible. 

COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING

Not only is our packaging green, it’s also compostable. This 
ensures that every delivery can be fully recycled and/or 
composted instead of spending years in a landfill or in the ocean.

LOW WASTE KITCHEN

We respect our food - our kitchens are committed to using every 
part of every ingredient in order to reduce wastage.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

All of our brands are conscious of our gluten free, vegetarian and 
vegan friends. On each of our menus, you will find something 
suitable to these lifestyle choices.
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MADE TO ORDER

All orders placed with any Best Restaurant Group brands are 
made to order when ordered.  All ingredients on a plate are made 
for the guest ordering the dish, no exceptions, no excuses.

COMMUNITY CENTERED

The Best Restaurant Group is committed to supporting its local 
communities and residents by supporting various organizations as 
well as enacting BRG Brand programs.  Follow our social media 
accounts to see what we are currently doing for the community 
and its residents.

AMAZING WORK ENVIRONMENT

The Best Restaurant Group offers a respectful, above average 
wage work environment with opportunities for growth and learning 
made available to all its team members.  Opportunities also 
include partnership and management track for team members that 
demonstrate dedication, loyalty, respect and willingness to learn.

BRG likes to cultivate team spirit, honesty, hard work, equality, 
dedication, honour, integrity, originality, creativity, competition and 
above all else; respect.

Under no circumstances does BRG tolerate anyone within the 
organization to participate, engage or encourage any form of 
racism, sexism, religious intolerance, homophobia, bullying, 
shaming, violence, disrespect and harassment (physical & 
verbal).  The work environment as well as all individuals within the 
organization should always feel safe, respected and open to be 
themselves no matter the situation.

RESPECT

The Best Restaurant Group believes that the world would be in 
a better place if people from all over practiced a bit more mutual 
respect.  Respect is the foundation for any relationship and at 
BRG, we take that very seriously.  Here are some examples of 
how we implement respect within every part of our businesses.

EMPLOYEES

We respect our employees by providing a safe and enjoyable 
work environment with a living wage as well as learning & growth 
opportunities for all team members willing to take advantage.

GUESTS

We respect our guests by providing the best possible culinary 
experiences to each guest.  We offer made to order meals with 
only the best possible and freshest ingredients in every one of our 
dishes.  We never trick or deceive our guests with false names, 
descriptions, provenance and nature of any products.

THE ENVIRONMENT

We respect the environment by having a sustainable supply 
chain, having a waste management system featuring recycling 
and organic composting, operating nearly 0% waste kitchens and 
having packaging that is not only made from recyclable materials 
but that is bio-degradable and compostable.

SUPPLIERS

We respect our suppliers by always paying our invoices on time 
and in full.

FOOD

We respect our food by never wasting any part of any animal, 
animal by-product or produce.

THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

We respect the restaurant industry by honouring the past but 
looking to the future and changing how the industry is perceived, 
the role the industy in society, how employees are treated, how 
food is treated, how ingredients are sources, how delivery is 
executed and how the guest is treated.

THE ECONOMY

We respect the economy by providing each of our team members 
a living wage that is above industry averages, guaranteed hours, 
benefits and paid vacation as well as pay our suppliers a fair 
sum for their products.  All this money is then returned into the 
economy as all involved have some sort of disposable income.

 OURSELVES

We respect ourselves by never compromising on our values 
or our beliefs as well as by being a profitable company without 
profiting at the expense of others.

(VALUES CONTINUED)
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Rendez-Vous Ryan

Rendez-vous Ryan is located on the axis of the 117, the 323 
and the only main road to Station Mont-Tremblant, capturing all 
travellers; from Quebec City and the Maritimes, Montreal, Ontario, 
or the northeastern states, it is the last spot to get food and 
services prior to arriving at Tremblant.  Taking advantage of the 
hotel, service station, and massive vehicle traffic, this location is 
primed to become a central hub in the region.

restaurant market

Covid 19 nearly killed all restaurants.  Those that survived are those 
that were pro-active, with systems and operations that allowed 
ownership to understand their business and numbers.  Those 
operators, like Best Restaurant Group, will be the ones coming out 
like lions after Covid.  The market will not be as saturated as it used 
to be and guests will be making more informed decisions about 
where they will spend their money.

the market

Mont Tremblant has been steadily growing over 
the past 3 decades and it is now at its height.  
However, this world-class, year-round tourist 
destination lacks a world-class dining scene — 
and BRG is here to rectify the problem.
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operations

The management group at Best Restaurant Group has 
established a thorough operational system whereas management 
and ownership ALWAYS has a full understanding of its numbers 
both fixed and variable.  Our systems will automatically and 
immediately flag anything that is out of our norms (which are 
even stricter than standard norms).  Onsite managers are 
supported not only by the best possible technology and tools but 
also by an operations team out of head office that includes but 
is not limited to a Financial Director, Accounting Clerks, Office 
Managers, Operational and Logistics Director, Test Kitchen and 
HR department.

As such, our managers have strict guidelines, systems, 
procedures, templates and checklists to work with to ensure that 
not only our operations but the guest experience, sanitary/health, 
team culture, ambiance and flow of the establishment are always 
optimal.

Best Restaurant Group as a whole also offers living wages and 
benefits to its team.

There is no part of our business that we leave to chance or “gut 
feelings”.  All decisions are based on fact and data, nothing else.  
We know all parts of our business before the business is open.
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marketing

BRG will be utilizing the services of Food Algorithm, a full service 
marketing agency that specializes in restaurants, to handle all 
aspects of its marketing.

Services include but are not limited to:

• Brand Creation
• Marketing Strategy Development
• Digital Strategy Development
• Website creation, SEO, website management
• Photography
• Graphic Design
• Email Marketing
• WIFI Marketing
• Smart Messaging
• Influencer Management
• Advertising
• Social Media
• Reputation Management
• Press outreach

PORTFOLIO

Click here to view the Food Algorithm portfolio

https://30c67472-758b-433a-89b3-61748d1e604b.usrfiles.com/ugd/30c674_c0a55e8866c942fdb8eb4741f0f303b7.pdf
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